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Anywhere and everywhere a guest may go on property – the casino, hospitality areas, or their guest room
office space – Gary Platt Manufacturing has unsurpassed seating solutions that make guests more
comfortable and want to stay and play longer. At G2E Gary Platt will showcase new and classic models,
each of which is hand-crafted to perfection by Gary Platt’s teams of artisans.
Leading the way is the all-new Gary Platt Collection for Resorts World. Designed for Las Vegas’ newest
resort, the modern pieces in the Resorts World Collection are now available to casinos everywhere, and
each model is completely customizable to reflect each individual property’s unique brand.
First in the collection is the Aurora, a cutting-edge model that ushers in the dawn of a new age in comfort
and design. Its ingenious design features a player-adjustable pedestal base, round footrest, rear seat vent,
and a quick-change seat. The Aurora’s deliberately modest arms gently surround players, and the chair
back is covered in custom-designed upholstery.
The new Dakota, Ezra, and Zephyr models are also included in Gary Platt’s Collection for Resorts World.
The Dakota model features a player-adjustable pedestal base, Gary Platt’s signature Epic footrest, and a
quick-change seat. Next, the Ezra model features an extended arm, round tapered legs made from
authentic wood, gold stretchers and sabots, and quick-change seat. Lastly, the revolutionary Zephyr
model, designed especially for Baccarat players, features subtle ergonomics that comfortably position the
player to naturally lean forward.
Sportsbook fans will relax in the comfort of Gary Platt’s Sportsbook Club model with modern amenities
including USB ports and electrical outlets that give Resorts World customers the technology difference
they expect.
Gary Platt’s expanded G2E experience includes an entire exhibit dedicated solely to their new and
expansive line for hospitality seating. The Sierra Nevada Hospitality line includes the new Forum model,
which was initially created for Caesars Forum. The Sierra Nevada Hospitality line features more than 100
different chairs for a wide variety of needs across the operation, including bars, dining, and
banquet/convention spaces.
Also on display is Gary Platt’s new Maximus office-style chair. Specifically designed for larger users, the
Maximus is BIFMA x 5.11 certified for large occupant seating and passes BIFMA testing up to 500 pounds.
Gary Platt provides guests with the comfort they want and deserve. Experience unsurpassed comfort at
G2E booths 2618 and 2820.
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